Magnetic Nanoparticle Labeling of Human Platelets from Platelet Concentrates for Recovery and Survival Studies.
Platelets are the smallest blood cells and important for hemostasis. Platelet concentrates (PC) are medicinal products transfused to prevent or treat bleeding. Typically, platelets in PCs are assessed by in vitro tests for their function. However, in vivo testing of these platelets is highly desirable. To distinguish transfused platelets from patients or probands own cells after PC transfusions within the scope of clinical studies, platelets need to be efficiently labeled with minimal preactivation prior to transfusion. Here we report on a method for improved cell uptake of ferucarbotran magnetic nanoparticles contained in Resovist, an FDA-approved MRI contrast agent, by modifying the nanoparticle shell with human serum albumin (HSA). Both HSA-ferucarbotran nanoparticles and magnetically labeled platelets were produced according to EU-GMP guidelines. Platelet function after labeling was evaluated by light transmission aggregometry and by determination of expression of CD62P as platelet activation marker. Magnetic labeling does not impair platelet function and platelets showed reasonable activation response to agonists. Platelet survival studies in NOD/SCID-mice resulted in comparable survival behavior of magnetically labeled and nonlabeled platelets. Additionally, labeled platelets can be recovered from whole blood by magnetic separation.